Changeable Color of Esophageal Mass: Esophageal Hamartoma
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Clinical Image

A 28-year-old female complaining of epigastric discomfort was informed to have an esophageal mass at her local hospital and came to our hospital for further evaluation and treatment. Chest CT showed a 20 mm × 4 mm lesion with adipose density similar to cutaneous fat tissue in the upper esophageal lumen. Subsequent endoscopy demonstrated a fleshy, sausage like elongated lesion that originated immediately inferior to the piriform recess and extended into the distal esophagus. The surface of lesion appeared blue after regurgitating to the oral cavity when the patient vomited. Endoscopist explained the difficulties and risks about endoscopic sub-mucosal resection owing to the upper location of the neoplastic stalk, and the patient’s relatives declined endoscopic management and turned to surgery. A complete removal of the mass was achieved via a trans-cervical approach with the esophagotomy. Histopathological outcome was consistent with esophageal hamartoma (Figure 1).

Hamartoma is a benign, focal hyperplasia of normal and mature tissue composed of one or more cellular elements. The most of hamartomas in the gastrointestinal tract occur as a component of Cowden’s disease, while solitary hamartoma rarely develops in the esophagus [1]. Most esophageal hamartomas are pedunculated and located in the upper esophagus, so they have the possibility of regurgitation to the mouth. Interestingly, the changeable color of mass on endoscopy is an important discovery in our patient, and obstruction of blood flow after regurgitation may be responsible for this phenomena. Endoscopic ultrasonography can gain more diagnostic information about sub-mucosal lesions, which is helpful in differentiating hamartoma from other sub-mucosal tumors [2].
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